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Pewdiepie net worth 2020

PewDiePie in 2019 PewDiePie (/), pseudonym of Felix Arvid Ulf Kjellberg (; Gothenburg (24 October 1989) is a Swedish youtuber. His YouTube channel, created in 2010, reached one million subscribers in 2012. On September 6, 2015, PewDiePie reached 10 billion views, becoming the first Youtuber to reach that figure. By August 2019, the YouTube channel will have more than
100 million subscribers. In December 2020, PewDiePie became the second largest youTube platform channel in the world, preceded only by the T-series YouTube channel. In addition to its online activities, PewDiePie also has appearances in other media, including radio and TV. [8] [9] Biography The entrance to Chalmers University of Technology attended by PewDiePie Felix
was born in 1989 in Gothenburg, Sweden,[5] where he was raised by his parents Johanna and Ulf Kjellberg along with his sister Fanny. Her mother, a former IOC from Kappahl, was named IOC of the Year in Sweden in 2010,[10] while her father is also CIO of a company. In 2008 Felix graduated from Gögre Samskola and enrolled at Chalmers University of Technology in
Gothenburg, which he then left because he was considered boring. [2] Marzia Bisognin, wife of Felix Originally from Sweden,[2] moved to Italy at the age of 21 to live with his girlfriend Marzia Bisognin, also a YouTube user with the CutiePieMarzia account. [3] [13] [14] After a period of living together in both Italy and Sweden, the couple settled in England, in the city of Brighton. [3]
The couple also owns a house in Japan. On August 19, 2019, Felix and Marzia married in a private ceremony. [16] [17] He declared himself an agnostic atheist. [18] PewDiePie's YouTube Format career The first videos of PewDiePie fall into the Let's Play category,[19] as they were based on his comments and reactions to the video games he plays. Their real goal, however, is to
share video game moments on YouTube with the 'bros', i.e. the users enrolled in his channel so-called by him initially. In his early years on YouTube, PewDiePie was known to focus on horror or action video games such as Amnesia: The Dark Descent and its mods. [25] Later, on September 2, 2011, he began releasing vlogs every week,[25] while from 2014 he became more and
more actively committed to a video game that interested him, whether it was horror or not. Known for greeting his 'bros' at the end of each video with a brofist (i.e. carrying his fist to the camera)[27] PewDiePie also stated that one of his aspirations in life was to make a video game,[3] as well as an advocate of independent video games that he has shown several times in his
gameplay. Nature of content As far as the videos are concerned, PewDiePie My goal is to entertain. I do my best in the time I have. The nature of its content has often been described as silly, energetic, despicable, and full of swear words,[28][29][30][31], but most of the time, on the same occasions, it has also been admitted that his videos are really real and unfiltered. While
TIME's Sarah Begley stated that her clips are characterized by her charismatic narration[4], on the other hand her comments were described by Chris Reed of The Wall St. Cheat Sheet as impromptu speeches, marked by jokes, invective and outreast out loud[31], to which are then added - as another perceived - hot fun, cries of fear, funny voices, endless politically incorrect
comments [30] which Reed himself noted to be just what fans find most funny. In addition to all these features, pewDiePie has also been praised for getting involved in gameplay at times to the point where it causes quiet and exciting moments. He also explained that many people know him because he gets easily scared. Early Years Story (2010-2012) PewDiePie originally
registered an account on YouTube under the name Pewdie; bank, explains the youtuber, is the onomatopoeic sound of laser guns, while dying means to die. After forgetting the password for this account, Felix was forced to register PewDiePie on April 29, 2010. After leaving university, his parents refused to support him. Because he only had to rely on himself, PewDiePie made
his first videos while working as a hot dog salesman. Five years later, after numerous media began to deal with his success, PewDiePie added I knew there were a lot of famous people doing other types of videos, but no one was known in video games; What I didn't know was that you could make something. It was never a career I could have left college for. It was just something I
loved doing. As of December 2011, PewDiePie's channel had about 60,000 subscribers. When these rose to 700,000, PewDiePie attended the 2012 Nonick Conference to talk about its channel and growth. On July 11, 2012, the channel gained one million subscribers, a number that doubled in two months. Arriving in October 2012, OpenSlate, according to the criteria of its
SlateScore rankings, ranked the channel number one on YouTube,[38] while in December of the same year PewDiePie signed a contract with Maker Studios. On February 18, 2013, PewDiePie's channel reached five million subscribers, and in April Felix was named in the New York Times for more than six million subscribers. A At the Starcount Social Stars Awards in Singapore,
PewDiePie won the Swedish Social Star award. Competing with Jenna Marbles, Smosh, and Toby Turner,[41] the youtuber also won the Most Popular Social Show award, and introduced nominees for the Most Popular Game award during the live broadcast of the show. In July 2013, PewDiePie surpassed Jenna Marbles by ten million subscribers, officially making him the second
most followed user on YouTube. His channel also surpassed that of the duo Smosh on August 15, 2013. On November 1, PewDiePie's channel was the first to reach 15 million subscribers, but the next day it was surpassed by the Spotlight account. In December, his channel resurrected YouTube Spotlight and became the one with the most subscribers to the site. Between 2012
and 2013, PewDiePie's channel was one of the fastest growing subscribers on YouTube. In particular, in 2013 the channel went from 3.5 million subscribers to just under 19,[51] earning an average of a new subscriber every 1,037 seconds. According to Billboard, the channel gained more subscribers than any other during the year; In addition, opinions increased by just under 1.3
billion in the second half of 2013. Continuous growth (from 2014) In March 2014, PewDiePie updated its video production and announced that it would reduce the frequency of uploads from then on. In August, Maker Studios released an official iPhone youtuber application to allow fans to watch its videos on mobile, create custom favorite video feeds, and share videos with others.
Later that month, PewDiePie loaded a video in which he announced that he would permanently disable his comments on YouTube. After expressing the comments, PewDiePie continued to communicate with his 'bros' via Twitter and Reddit. Later he created the broarmy.net forum, where he could stay in touch with his viewers instead of the comments section on YouTube. In
September, PewDiePie began streaming videos from his BroKen series on MLG.tv, along with Kenneth Morrison, better known as CinnamonToastKen. On October 13, PewDiePie decided to allow comments on his videos again, although this time only with prior approval. In 2014 alone, the channel amassed about 14 million new subscribers and more than 4.1 billion views; both
data were much higher than any other user's. In July 2015, PewDiePie's videos were viewed with more than 300 million views per month. In addition, on September 6, 2015, his account was the first to get more than 10 billion views on the site. In September 2015, PewDiePie referred to the fact that He had a role in a TV series and would travel to Los Angeles for filming. Although
no details about this were revealed in the following days, it was announced in October that the series would be titled Scare PewDiePie and would be released in 2016 via paid service YouTube YouTube Red. The series has been available on YouTube Red since February 10, 2016. On March 28, 2019, after more than 5 consecutive years as the youtuber with the most subscribers
in the world, he was surpassed by the channel of T-Series, an Indian company that produced countless Bollywood films, when both channels had about 91 million followers. However, after the release of congratulations,[71] written and produced in collaboration with youtubers Boyinaband and Roomie, in which he ironically congratulates the Indian giant, the Swedish youtuber is
back at number one on the charts. It was overtaken again by the Indian channel on April 14, 2019. On August 25, of the same year, a few days after his marriage, he exceeded the 100 million subscriber threshold, becoming the third YouTube channel -after T-Series and YouTube Music- and the first channel managed by one person to achieve this goal. [72] Image and impact
Forbes described the gamer as a controversial figure both in the field of video games and in the internet communities in general, with the usual, derogatory reactions to his work consisting of 'shouting while playing video games', although he somehow manages to attract millions of subscribers who make millions of dollars to him. Forbes also added that PewDiePie wouldn't get
where he is if he wasn't really good at what he does. PewDiePie often refers to his fans as Bro Army, a community he invented formed by the singles 'bro'. At the Social Star Awards, he greeted his fans personally, although the security service advised him not to. Early in his YouTube career, Felix used to make jokes about rape, strong criticism led him to stop,[3][76] The Globe
and Mail wrote, unlike many other young gamers, [PewDiePie] listened to what fans and critics pointed out on their harmful nature, and so he made the decision not to make jokes [of this kind] anymore. Rob Walker of Yahoo! spoke instead of his insane popularity. In addition to other journalists and video gamers, Walker has also questioned the popularity of the youtuber. The
reviewer noted PewDiePie's interaction with its viewers, writing, Although it can be boisterous and rough, it always proves real. He constantly refers to his audience as a group of friends at the level of his peers rather than distant and small fans. Inch there is certainly more than just a willingness to ridicule himself by recovering. In 2015, The Verge wrote: Love him or hate him, his
success - like that of many other YouTube celebrities - comes not only from video games, but also from his connection and direct connection to the audience. No agents, press releases, or other intermediaries. He just set a record. When asked if he felt he had any responsibility for his viewers, PewDiePie stated in a way that yes, as many people see me as a friend with whom they
can relax for about fifteen minutes a day, then add: Loneliness in front of a computer monitor unites us. But I never thought to follow a pattern of behavior; I just wanted to invite others to my house. In connection with this, it was reported that his viewers generally left positive comments about him, some of whom thanked him for feeling better and happier thanks to his videos. In
contrast, during an informal Twitter poll conducted by a Kotaku reporter, those who participated called it boring, as well as a huge waste of time. Other media outlets also sometimes described him as an inexplicable phenomenon,[26] and in particular Variety's Andrew Wallenstein, after his arrival as a youtuber with multiple subscribers to the site, heavily criticized him, describing his
videos as aggressive stupidity, as well as psychopathic chatter. According to a 2014 Variety survey, PewDiePie, along with a few other youtubers, for American teens between the ages of 13 and 18 would be more influential and popular than traditional celebrities like Jennifer Lawrence. [21] His channel strongly attracts younger viewers, who have named a Googles group
'Generation C' for their habit of creating, creating, connecting and communicating. Paul Tassi of Forbes wrote: PewDiePie combines charisma, energy and randomness of all kinds to create a ridiculous character, whose videos make no sense to strangers, but are like cat grass for his younger fans. Chris Reed of The Wall St. Cheat Sheet, referring instead to the conflicting views
on the youtuber, stated: The differing opinions on PewDiePie seem to be of a largely generative nature. Older people are less likely to subscribe to YouTube channels and give weight to site personalities in general. On the other hand, many young viewers find PewDiePie very nice and relational. Although the Daily Mail described PewDiePie as one of the most popular and
influential figures of the YouTube generation, the video gamer revealed his dislike of the term famous, declaring that he led some kind of shy and remote life. However, thanks to his rise, Felix was called an example of how emerging society offers ample opportunities, compared to the previous one, to individuals with great ideas, courage and, of course, a good chunk of happiness.
In addition, other articles reported that 95% of gamers also watch online gaming videos, giving a further explanation for the increased popularity on the web. By amplifying the impact on online culture, Time included PewDiePie in the list of the 30 most influential people on the Internet in 2015. A few months later, the youtuber also appeared on the cover of Variety's Famechangers
issue, in which the magazine placed him at number one among those whose influence is a span over the rest. Influences on video games PewDiePie videos have had a positive effect on the sale of independent video games. He and some characters from Amnesia: The Dark Descent were shown on a McPixel level designed in his honor. Also in surgeon simulator Alien Surgery
scenario 2013 there is an organ called Pewdsball. PewDiePie also allowed that his appearance was used in the shower simulator GOTY IDST,[87] while in the indie video game Party Hard he was recorded as a non-player character. Relationship between income and charity The popularity of PewDiePie enabled him to organize fundraising campaigns. In February 2012, the video
gamer participated in the online competition King of the Web: he did not win the overall title, but won the Gaming King of the Web award. [92] At the next ballot, PewDiePie successfully won the title by donating the money to WWF, and shortly thereafter he raised money for St. Jude Children's Children's Research Hospital. To celebrate the achievement of its 10 million subscribers,
PewDiePie started a Water Campaign charity movement, where its fans were able to donate money directly to Charity: Water. He himself contributed to the initiative by donating a dollar for every 500 views obtained on the campaign announcement video, up to a maximum of $10,000. Initially his goal was $250,000, however at the end of the move, the amount was $446,462. In
June 2014, PewDiePie announced another Save the Children campaign, in which participants raised more than $630,000, again surpassing the expected $250,000. Some of his videos were also purchased by video game makers and advertisers, who paid figures of up to $50,000. Also in June 2014, The Wall Street Journal reported that PewDiePie had earned $4 million in 2013.
The video gamer on Reddit confirmed that the news was more or less true,[11] but about his earnings he later added that he was tired of talking about how much money he was making. The following year, the Swedish magazine He revealed that in 2014, the gamer's production company, PewDie Productions AB, had earned about 63.7 million kronor. After a large number of
media outlets spread the news,[104][105] Felix released a video in which he expressed his frustration with it. The Guardian explained that the reason why the media was so attracted to PewPie's earnings was that the topic was a rare opportunity to find out how much money could be made at the top of YouTube fame, also adding that it is very difficult for users of the site to talk
about their earnings in public , also because YouTube itself does not encourage to do so. Although the media agreed that PewDiePie's income was significant and sometimes even extraordinary,[107] Forbes wrote, $7 million may seem like an astronomical figure for a 25-year-old boy who just wants to make friends and play video games, but it's also a decidedly inconsistent figure
for the size of his audience and influence. In December 2016, PewDiePie magazine confirmed as the highest-income YouTuber with an annual income of $15 million. In December 2016, PewDiePie hosted a two-day livestream event with other youtubers who had joined him to help Product Red raise money to stop the spread of AIDS in Africa. After the first day, the fundraiser
raised more than $200,000 and by the end of the event that amount was more than $1.3 million with the help of the Bill &amp; Melinda Gates Foundation. Marketing campaigns From April to August 2014, Felix and his girlfriend started a marketing campaign for the film Necropolis, produced by Legendary Pictures. His videos for this were included in a miniseries aimed at him
facing the Catacombs Challenge: the challenge revolved around Felix having to search for three keys in the catacombs of Paris to open a box containing the philosopher's stone. The advertising deal was brokered by Maker Studios, the company that represented both PewDiePie and Bisognin,[114] and in total the videos in question of the two youtubers collected nearly 20 million
views. In January 2015, PewDiePie teamed up with Mountain Dew to launch a fan fiction contest, the winning works of which would be animated in video format and then uploaded to its channel. Despite these collaborations, PewDiePie stated that he wanted to perform very few promotions and wanted to work with very few brands. Relationships with YouTube networks and
programs PewDiePie's channel was part of Polaris, a video game network managed by Maker Studios, which in turn is a multi-channel network that helps grow its affiliates. Nevertheless, PewDiePie accepted the help of a publisher to produce its continue to conform to his line of thinking: I want YouTube to remain YouTube. PewDiePie also expressed his disdain for Machinima, a
rival YouTube network with which he had signed a contract for Maker Studios. Frustrated by the treatment he received from the network, the youtuber hired a lawyer to get rid of his contract. Appearing in other media In addition to his YouTube channel, PewDiePie also appeared in videos and series from other users of the site. In April 2013, the video gamer made an appearance
in an episode of Epic Rap Battles of History, in which he played Mikhail Baryshnikov. In July 2013, he was a judge, along with the duo Smosh and Jenna Marbles, in the second season of Internet Icon. In 2013, PewDiePie participated in the site's annual YouTube series Rewind, which was later recalled for the next edition. In 2014 he presented an episode of the radio program
Sommar i P1 on Sveriges Radio. Due to its international popularity, the episode was recorded in both Swedish and English. In December 2014, PewDiePie hosted the two episodes that ended The Eighteenth Television Season at South Park, one of his favorite series. The first, titled #REHASH, was broadcast on December 3, while the second, titled #HappyHolograms, was
broadcast on December 10. In the two episodes he parodied both himself and other Let's Play commentators, commenting on Call of Duty gameplay videos intentionally with too much emphasis. Despite the brief appearances, however, the youtuber was at the center of the scene, as well as appearing in person - which is very rare for the series - in episodes to imitate the images
from his camera in the corner of the screen, as in his YouTube videos. In October 2015, PewDiePie was interviewed by Stephen Colbert on an episode of The Late Show with Stephen Colbert,[130] while he was a guest on Conan O'Brien's talk show Conan in February 2016. Book and video games In December 2014, PewDiePie announced that the Canadian video game
production company Outerminds was developing a video game with him as the lead actor. The game was later released under the title PewDiePie: The Legend of the Brofist on iOS and Android on September 24, 2015, grossing $100,000 on the day of launch in the United States. On October 20, 2015, British publisher Penguin Group distributed PewDiePie's book This Book Loves
You in bookstores in more than 15 countries. The book consists of a series of aphorisms, jokes and pearls of wisdom, accompanied by some drawings by the author himself. On September 29, 2016, a video game for iOS and Android was released, also developed by Outerminds, titled PewDiePie's Tuber Simulator. Player imitates a novice youtuber who follows PewDiePie's
advice Grow his skills on YouTube and become the new number one on the site. The game took first place in the App Store just days after its release, and at the same time the servers crashed due to its unexpected popularity. On October 15, 2019, another Outerminds video game, called Pewdiepie's Pixelings, was released, where the player, along with PewDiePie and his
friends, ventured to various cities, such as Brotown and Flatopia. The game is available on iOS and Android. His last game, Poopdie, was developed by Bulbware and was released on December 12, 2019. Starcount Social Star Awards 2013, Most Popular Social Show category (won)[41][42] 2013, Sweden Social Star Award category (won)[40] Shorty Awards 2013, category
#Gaming (won)[137] 2016, YouTuber of the Year category (nominated)[138] Teen Choice Award 2014, Web Star category: Gaming (won)[139] 2015, Choice Web Star category: Male (nominated)[140] 2019, Choice Gamer category (won)[141] Streamy Awards 2014, Best Gaming Channel category, Show, Show, or Series (nominated)[142] 2015, Best First-Person Channel, Show,
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